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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m jon gorin an RPM in Region 2 and this is Katie Mishkin a Region 2 hydrogeologist.   We’re going to discuss using 3D vis as a management tool for the Puchack Well Field Site.  I’m going to start by discussing the site, stopping to present 3 specific site management questions.   Then Katie will come up and show how Leap Frog can be used to develop 3 dimensional figures to help answer those questions. I’d also like to introduce Thomas Cook of CDM Smith.   He developed the 3D figures per Katie’s direction, and he will be here to help us answer questions on using Leap Frog (perhaps have Steve introduce Tom at the beginning, so he can help answer questions directed at other speakers?)



Site Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Location, mention Philadelphia and Camden.  



Puchack Conceptual Site Model

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial metal plating facility discharged waste containing hexavalent chromium (Cr6+ ) onto sandy soil Cr6+ “used up” the natural reductive capacity of soil. Contamination entered shallowest groundwater layer.Contamination moved vertically and laterally to a municipal well field, impacting potable wellsMiddle Aquifer - ~80’Intermediate Sand - >120’Lower - >200’Well field closed.  Potomac-Raritan-Magothy formationThe plume (or plumes) is about 180 acres.  The wellfield is about 1 mile from the source area. 
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Record of Decision

 Goal: Reduce the level of chromium in the 
groundwater to meet New Jersey’s Groundwater 
standard for total chromium (70 ug/l )

 Method: Reduce the Cr6+ to trivalent chromium 
(Cr3+) through injection of an unspecified reducing 
agent into the areas of groundwater contamination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While EPA was doing the RI/FS we identified a viable PRP. In 2006, EPA set the goal for the groundwater remedy, which is the total chromium in groundwater must meet NJ’s groundwater standard of 70 ug/l.  Note the standard is for total chromium, which includes CrVI and CrIII chromium.   However since – generally - only CrVI is soluble, if you measure for total chromium, you’re effectively measuring CrVI.    The method we selected to address this problem was to inject some sort of reducing agent into the ground to convert the highly toxic and highly mobile CrVI to the insoluble and relatively non toxic for CrIII. 
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The PRPs Response  
“We Didn’t Do it”

 Financial records proved the company could not 
have purchased enough chromate to have caused 
the plume.

 There are other sources of CrVI in the area, 
including a sewer pipe and a landfill.

 EPA’s data do not show a link between the middle 
aquifer and the lower aquifers.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the ROD we sent a notice to the PRPs.  The PRPs are a medium sized firm, where decisions are made by managers without a finance rather than a science background.  The PRPs hired an env. consulting firm to try and prove that they weren’t responsible.   The firm came up with three main argumentsThey didn’t purchase enough chromate to have caused the problem.   	Easily refuted when EPA pointed out they failed to correct their costs for inflation.  The CFO understood that quickly and we moved on.2) They claimed there were other sources of contamination, but failed to supply any evidence of these sources.  	The CEO saw the weakness of the argument and we moved one. 3) They claimed there was no clear link between the source area and the lower aquifers	This was one argument was a sticking point since the 2D representations didn’t show the link and the PRP principals trusted their consultants on 	what was being shown.   They had a point as the link while maybe obvious to technical people, was based largely on judgement. Therefore the CrVI from the source area did not cause the closing of the wells, and the PRPs are not responsible for a large portion of the contamination



Puchack Conceptual Site Model

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PRPs obviously weren’t going to write a $30 million dollar check based on this cartoon. 


Puchack Conceptual Site Model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uncertainties remain. Plain view, showing actually data and model interpretations. Show the wells with contamination, note the dotted lines etc.   The Consultant was able to raise doubts about our conclusions based on this figure so effectively that even DOJ began to wonder if USGS and EPA knew what they were talking about.  DOJ hired an independent consultant to check our homework, and while the fact that he agreed with EPA’s conclusion gave some comfort to DOJ, he was also unable to convince the PRPs of their culpability. 
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Question #1

How could we have better shown the 
PRPs that there is a link between their 
property and the groundwater plumes?



General Design Approach

Mixing

Lactate

Extraction 
Well

Injection 
Wells

Ground Surface

Contaminated 
Plume

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the ROD was signed we gave our design contractors a general idea of what we wanted, as represented by this schematic.Rather than use piped in water, we’d:extract preferable contaminated groundwater mix it with the reducing agent (we chose sodium lactate), inject the mixture back into aquifer through multiple vertical wellsThen let the mixture flow and createSpecifics on injection rates, gravity versus pressure injection (i.e., pressure for middle aquifer , gravity for rest).  “Packers.” Inflatable packers to allow injection under pressure.    4 trailers, each one can inject into 5 wells at once, so can do 20 injections at one time.    Most injects were through simple gravity, however for certain wells we did the injections under pressure to get closer do the designed level.  4” wells, with about a 10’ slotted wire screen (give or take), the screens act as a diffuser forcing the lactate/water solution into the aquifer. 
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Full Scale Design/Implementation

Divided Groundwater Cleanup into Two Phases

 Phase 1, upgradient portion with higher Cr concentration
- Underlies commercial properties. 

 Phase 2, remaining portion 
- Underlies residential properties. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the size of the plumes, we decided to break the site into two phases.  



Phase I and Phase II Areas

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show Phase 1 and 2 treatment areas.    Actually three areasNote shape of Middle Aquifer treatment area.Note that contamination extends beyond treatment area – Phase 2
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Figure 1-2
Construction Sequence



Puchack Well Field Superfund Site
Pennsauken Township, New Jersey0 500250



Feet



U:\Puchack\Projects\Figure_1-2_Construction_Sequence.mxd



Middle Aquifer, June to August 2007 
Hexavalent Cr 70 ug/L Isoconcentration Contour (dashed where inferred)



Lower Sand, June to August 2007 
Hexavalent Cr 70 ug/L Isoconcentration Contour (dashed where inferred)
Intermediate Sand, June to August 2007 
Hexavalent Cr 70 ug/L Isoconcentration Contour (dashed where inferred)



Middle Aquifer Injection Wells A A'Cross-section



Lower Aquifer Injection Wells



Intermediate Injection Wells














Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1 injections split into series.  We began in December 2011, and were completed by December 2013.    Yellow dots are areas of injection, red boxes extraction wells and green/blue are the monitoring wells. We designed and constructed four mobile wells to mix the lactate/water and to inject the solution at about 70 liters per minute.�We have over 90 injection wells, and over 20 extraction wells and another million or so monitoring wells.For deeper wells the injection rate is roughly 20 days, for the shallower wells (meaning the middle aquifer) it’s about 10 days.We’re did phase 1 in two phases (deeper and shallower wells) and each phase we did only a limited number of wells at a time.  Now we have about 2 years worth of post remediation data.   Next Question:
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Question #2

How can we demonstrate how well (or poorly) the 
remedy’s first phase worked?      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we moved on to Phase 2, EPA’s Puchack Team wanted to feel confident that Phase 1 worked and also confident that we could demonstrate that fact to our regional managers and HQ. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1 we were very concerned about getting permission from land owners to install 90+ wells then sticking around injecting for a month.   Talk about access issues in the commercial area.    Then point out where Phase 2 is located. Look where Phase 2 is located, it’s in a residential area with tightly packed houses on very small lots.    Doing the obvious, which is performing the injections in the publically owned streets or right-aways appears to be out of the question due to overhead and underground utilities.  The next option, is getting access to the yards of private homes.  It doesn’t appear we could get rigs into or onto most of the yards even if we wanted to. But even if possible, I’m not sure we want to go around knocking on doors:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi,  “we’d like to stick this in your backyard for a few days, then run hoses containing a hex-chrome solution over your lawn for about a month….”   So after much discussion, we came up with another possible option. 
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Phase 2 Pilot Study

Can horizontal well 
screens resolve our 
logistical issues?

 Need to properly locate 
the screens

 Lactate needs to discharge 
evenly over screen length 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slant drilling to depth from leased parcels, then sliding the well screen horizontally into the contamination. In order to test this approach, we recently ran a pilot study, where we installed an 850 foot, 4” diameter well with a 450’ foot screen.   Success of the pilot study will be measured on two things:Read Bullets:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show the well, where there screen begins and ends and staging area.    This one well, would be able to cover the same area as about 14 injection wells in the middle aquifer.    And in theory longer screens and wells in different areas from the same staging point could be installed. 4” 850’ of well, with 450 variable slot screen, injection rate of 150 gpm, etc.   Equivalent to about 15 vertical wells.   Single ended well rather than a double ended well.  1:5 ~80’ x ~250’ lot
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Well Installation “The Plan”

 Drill 850 foot pilot hole using a gyroscopic steering 
tool.  

 Chase pilot hole using a “knock-off” drill bit and a 
large diameter drill rod – guidance through 
magnetic transmitter

 Well material inserted inside drill rod, bit sacrificed 
and drill rod removed.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First problem, installing the well to the correct location and depth.     Wanted to use a “blind” hole rather than a double ended hole for obvious reasons.   Had two options to control the bit… GST, wire run from a gyro attached to the bit back to a steering device.  We know the direction the bit is heading vertically and horizontally, and we know the speed the drill is moving so it’s merely a matter of “dead reckoning.”For installation of the a large diameter drill rod, GST could not be used.  Instead, to make sure the drill stays within the bore hole a transmitter is placed behind a sacrificial “knock-off” bit, that sends an electro-magnetic signal through the ground to the surface. At the surface a receiver is walked over the transmitter, where the signal is decoded and steering directions are relayed to the bore machine operator. 
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Well Installation “The Reality”

 The Gyroscopic steering tool (GST) was 
amazingly accurate

 Changes in formation material increased the risk 
of losing the GST; - switched to the knock-off 
bit/magnetic transmitter before completing the 
pilot hole 

 The magnetic transmitter was at the maximum 
range of functionality - final screen off target area 
by about 50’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to concerns about losing the gyroscopic in the loose sands, we pulled it back about midway through and switched to the knock-off bit. 



Planned Vs Actual Well Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spread evenly along screen?  Green planned, red actual.  Not an issue for the pilot study, however that much of an error could be an issue in the final implementation.    One option would be to go to a double ended well, rather than a blind well.Proper location was the first problem to be tested.   We also wanted to test whether it’s possible to have the spread evenly over the entire length of the 450’ screen.  Goal was to have the discharge at the end of the screen be >90% of the start of the screen. Simply make the screen openings larger at the end of the pipe than at the beginning of the pipe. 



Variable Slotted Screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0.38’ = ~4.6”Simply make the screen openings larger at the end of the pipe than at the beginning of the pipe. Knowing, the density of fluid, viscosity, injection rate, length, slot width (constant), soil conductivity, operating pressure, etc..  Can calculate the how much the area of openings need to increase over the length of the pipe.    Area is increased simply by lengthening the slots.  Small slots made slightly longer every foot of screen lengthArea openings per foot of screen = 0.0155 sq. inches at the beginning to 0.0160 sq. inches at the most distant area, average of 0.0158 sq. inches per foot of pipe. Only about 5% more area at the farthest end of the screen vs. the closest end.  
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Phase 2 Pilot Study - Total Injection Quantities

Period of Injection
Total 60% Sodium
Lactate Injected 

(gallons)

Total 60% Sodium 
Lactate Injected

(pounds)

July 15, 2015 – August 5, 2015 22,132 246,329

Note: Density of 60% sodium lactate is 11.13 pounds per gallon. 



Phase 2 Pilot Study
Performance Round 1 COD Concentrations

D

A

C

Well Baseline
COD
(mg/L)

Round 1
COD
(mg/L)

A ND 580

B 810 4,800

C ND ND

D ND ND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COD Surrogate for LactatePerformance monitoring for the Phase II Pilot Study was performed at 6 months following injection and will also be performed at 9 months and 18 months following injection.Laboratory analysis are: COD, unfiltered and filtered hex chrome and TAL metals, TDS, alkalinity, nitrate/nitrite, surface. Field analysis are: ferrous iron, hex chrome, and water quality parameters (pH, ORP, DO, temperature, turbidity).During extraction at EX-M-8 we know that we pulled contamination out of the aquifer because there was a detect at EX-M-8 during injection at a concentration of 245 µg/L in August 2015. By performance round 1 sampling it was back to non-detect.



25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we’ll need to collect more data, the screen and the GST seemed to have worked so far.  So we may be able to use this approach for Phase 2.Good news: The pilot screen is equivalent to 15 vertical wells in the amount of reductant we can inject.   The scary news: The pilot screen is equivalent to 15 vertical wells in cost (actually probably greater).  So if we put it in the wrong place (as we did with a few vertical wells in Phase 1), it’s a very costly mistake.
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Question #3

How can we be confident we’re 
installing the horizontal wells in the 

optimal locations? 



Seeing in 3D Might Help

27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Katie is going to show you…” what we could have done to respond to the PRPs and what we can do to present the Phase 1 data in an comprehensible manner and also hopefully optimize our Phase 2 well locations etc.. Katie- introduce myselfWill answer the 3 questions that Jon presented and discuss how the model Would have been helpfulHas been helpfulAnd will be helpful in the future



Groundwater communication between aquifers

DIRECT 
COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN MIDDLE 
AQUIFER AND 
INTERMEDIATE SAND 
NEAR RA-16M AND RA-
14M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-If you remember back to our conversations with the PRP, one of the major challenges was visually showing…connection between aquiferswe had the data at the time of this meeting that showed the interconnection between the aquifers…but we didn’t have a good way to show it-describe aquifer – series of leaking confining units--see 2D image, 3 aquifers-water level measurements, monitoring well logs, sonic drilling logs, specific capacity measurements



How could we have convinced the non-technical PRPs that there 
is a link between their property and the groundwater plumes?

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-how could we have convinced…?-1st step was to dive into the geology, since this serves the major basis for how the groundwater contaminant plume flows in our CSM. -image is not meant to be clear, but the purpose is to show you all the information that went into our 3D hydrogeologic model. -natural gamma data from 62 new/existing wells with local site stratigraphy-refined with detailed lithologic data from sonic drilling logs for >120 extraction/injection/monitoring wells from RA-combined with analytical data… 



Topography and Chromium >70 μg/L

SOURCE

Question #1 How could we have better shown the PRPs that there is a link 
between their property and the groundwater plumes?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voila – here is a 3D visualization of our hexavalent chromium plume.-its pretty clear that there is a direct connection from the source area to groundwater plume-stair stepped-as a scientist, one of the major challenges in our field is communicating technical information to non-technical individuals-if we had this model at the time of the litigation, it certaintly would’ve helped us show this connection



Pre-treatment 
Cr 6+> 70 ug/L

Post-treatment 
Cr 6+> 70 ug/L

Question #2 How can we demonstrate how well (or poorly) 
the remedy’s first phase worked?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-2nd question-Phase 1 treatment consisted of…3 target treatment areas-224% increase…stepped back-when focused on treatment areas, 81% decrease-it was important for us to be confident that treatment was working before moving forward…



Pre-treatment 
Cr 6+> 1000 ug/L

32

Post-treatment 
Cr 6+> 1000 ug/L

Question #2 How can we demonstrate how well (or poorly) 
the remedy’s first phase worked?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We evaluated remedy performance at different contaminant threholds and here is an example showing we knocked down most of the high concentration mass



33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also make this evaluation in 2D. This figure was derived from our Leapfrog hydro model in GIS. To provide some orientation, this is Phase I treatment area for the middle aquifer (our shallowest aquifer) – go back a slide to reorient where this is. 



Cross-sectional view of remaining Cr6+ plume

34

Question 3: How can we be confident we’re installing the horizontal 
wells in the optimal locations? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-how can we be confident ...-where Leapfrog will be valuable moving forward. -2 images showing different perspectives of what remains (w/ potential location for…)-Phase 2 horizontal pilot study showed promising results-residential area…horizontal drilling is only option-when drilling vertical wells wrong location – lose 1000s of dollars-same mistake with a horizontal well, 15-20 million dollar loss-with 3D vis can better conceptualize our plume in real space.-screen captures but will show you how we can manipulate the plume to view different perspectives, also important to view relative to ground surface…-staging area--leapfrog hydro is just one example of a 3D vis tool-
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Considering 3D visualization?

 Best to consider when…

 Robust dataset
 Sufficient hydrogeologic information from well logs
 Complicated aquifer system (e.g. multiple aquifers, 

fractured bedrock)
 Multiple/co-mingled contaminant plumes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not necessary for all sites…Management questions need this tool for…Cost effective when…
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Leapfrog Hydro Viewer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not necessary for all sites…Management questions need this tool for…Cost effective when…



Extras
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Extent of CR+6 >70 μg/L for Middle Aquifer with 
Middle Potentiometric Surface Map

Puchack

Source Area

38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A potentiometric surface map for the middle aquifer was incorporated into the model and compared to the distribution of hexavalent chromium in that unit to evaluate whether plume migration was consistent with the flow of groundwater. The comparison indicates that the distribution of the plume in the middle aquifer is consistent with the current flow field.



Extent of CR+6 >70 μg/L for Intermediate Sand
with Intermediate Potentiometric Surface Map

Puchack

Source Area

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A potentiometric surface map for the intermediate sand was incorporated into the model and compared to the distribution of hexavalent chromium in that unit to evaluate whether plume migration was consistent with the flow of groundwater. The comparison indicates that the distribution of the plume in the intermediate sand is consistent with the current flow field.



Extent of  CR+6 >70 μg/L for Lower Aquifer 
with Lower Potentiometric Surface Map

Puchack

Source Area

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A potentiometric surface map for the lower aquifer was incorporated into the model and compared to the distribution of hexavalent chromium in that unit to evaluate whether plume migration was consistent with the flow of groundwater in that unit. The comparison indicates that the distribution of the plume in the lower aquifer is consistent with the current flow field.
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